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Abstract. A content-based tile retrieval system based on the underlying multispectral Markov random ﬁeld representation is introduced.
Single tiles are represented by our approved textural features derived
from especially eﬃcient Markovian statistics and supplemented with
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) features representing occasional tile inhomogeneities. Markovian features are on top of that also invariant to illumination colour and robust to illumination direction variations, therefore
an arbitrary illuminated tiles do not negatively inﬂuence the retrieval result. The presented computer-aided tile consulting system retrieves tiles
from recent tile production digital catalogues, so that the retrieved tiles
have as similar pattern and/or colours to a query tile as possible. The
system is veriﬁed on a large commercial tile database in a psychovisual
experiment.
Keywords: content based image retrieval, textural features, colour, tile
classiﬁcation.

1

Introduction

Ceramic tile is a decoration material, which is widely used in the construction
industry. Tiled lining is relatively long-lived and labour intensive, hence a common problem to face is how to replace damaged tiles long after they are out of
production. Obvious alternative to costly and laborious complete wall retiling
is ﬁnding of the tile replacement from recent production which is as similar to
the target tiles as possible. Tiles can diﬀer in size, colours or patterns. We are
interested in automatic retrieval of tiles as the alternative to usual slow manual
browsing through digital tile catalogues and the subsequent subjective sampling.
Manual browsing suﬀers from tiredness and lack of concentration problems, leading to errors in grading tiles. Additionally, gradual changes and changing shades
due to variable light conditions are diﬃcult to detect for humans. The presented
computer-aided tile consulting system retrieves tiles from a tile digital database
so that the retrieved tiles are maximally visually similar to the query tile. A user
can demand either similar patterns, colours or a combination of both. Although
the paper is concerned with the problem of automatic computer-aided contentbased retrieval of ceramic tiles, the modiﬁcation for defect detection or product
quality control is straightforward.
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Textures are important clues to specify surface materials as well as design
patterns. Thus their accurate descriptive representation can beneﬁcial for sorting and retrieval of ceramic tiles. Without textural description the recognition
is limited to diﬀerent modiﬁcations of colour histograms only and it produces
unacceptably poor retrieval results. Image retrieval systems (e.g.[4,13]) beneﬁt
from combination of various textural and colour features. Frequented features
are colour invariant SIFT [3], Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [10], Gabor features
[8], etc. A tile classiﬁer [6] uses veins, spots, and swirls resulting from the Gabor
ﬁltering to classify marble tiles. The veriﬁcation is done using manual measurement from a group of human experts. The method neglects spectral information
and assumes oversimpliﬁed normalized and controlled illumination in a scanner.
Similar features were used for tile defect detection [9]. A promising method for
object/image recognition based on textural features was recently introduced [12].
Unfortunately, the appearance of natural materials is highly illumination and
view angle dependent. As a consequence, most texture based classiﬁcation or
segmentation applications require multiple training images [18] captured under
all available illumination and viewing conditions for each material class. Such
learning is obviously clumsy and very often even impossible if the required measurements are not available. Popular illumination invariant features include LBP
variants [10], however, they are very noise sensitive. This vulnerability was addressed [7], but used patterns are speciﬁcally selected according to the training
set. Recently proposed LBP-HF [1] additionally studies relations between rotated patterns. Finally, the MR8 texton representation [18] was extended to be
colour and illumination invariant [2].
We introduce a tile retrieval system, which takes advantage of a separate
representation of colours and texture. The texture is represented by eﬃcient
colour invariant features based on Markov Random Fields (MRF), which are
additionally robust to illumination direction and Gaussian noise degradation
[16]. The performance is evaluated in a psychovisual experiment.
The paper is organised as follows: the tile analysis algorithm is introduced in
Section 2, Section 3 describes a psychovisual evaluation and discusses its results.
Section 4 summarises the paper.

2

Tile Analysis

The tile image analysis is separated into two independent parts: colour analysis
and texture analysis. Advantage of this separation is ability to search for tiles
with similar colours, texture, or both — according to user preference. Colours
are represented by histograms, which discard any spatial relations. On the other
hand, the texture analysis is based on spatial relation modelling by means of
MRF type of model, which is followed by computation of colour invariants.
Colour invariants are employed instead of texture analysis of grey-scale images,
because colour invariants are able to distinguish among structures with same
luminance.
The texture representation with MRF colour invariants was chosen, because
this representation is invariant to changes of illumination colour and brightness
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[15], robust to variation of illumination direction [16] and combinations of previous conditions [17]. Moreover the MRF colour invariants are robust to degradation with an additive Gaussian noise [15] and they outperformed alternative
textural features such as Gabor features or LBP in texture recognition experiments [15,16,17], especially, with variations of illumination conditions. Such illumination variations are inevitable, unless all images are acquired in a strictly
controlled environment.
2.1

Colour Histograms

Colour information is represented by means of cumulative histograms [14], which
we compute for each spectral plane separately. The cumulative histogram is
deﬁned as the distribution function of the image histogram, the i-th bin Hi is
computed as

h ,
(1)
Hi =
≤i

where h is the -th ordinary histogram bin. The distance between two cumulative histograms is computed in L1 metric.
2.2

CAR Textural Features

The texture analysis is based on the underlying MRF type of representation, we
use eﬃcient Causal Autoregressive Random (CAR) model. The model parameters are estimated and subsequently transformed into colour invariants, which
characterize the texture.
Let us assume that multispectral texture image is composed of C spectral planes (usually C = 3). Yr = [Yr,1 , . . . , Yr,C ]T is the multispectral pixel at
location r , which is a multiindex r = [r1 , r2 ] composed of r1 row and r2
column index, respectively. The spectral planes are mutually decorrelated by
the Karhunen-Loeve transformation (Principal Component Analysis) and subsequently modelled using a set of C 2-dimensional CAR models.
The CAR representation assumes that the multispectral texture pixel Yr can
be modelled as linear combination of its neighbours:
Yr = γZr + r ,

T
Zr = [Yr−s
: ∀s ∈ Ir ]T

(2)

where Zr is the Cη × 1 data vector with multiindices r, s, t, γ = [A1 , . . . , Aη ]
is the C × C η unknown parameter matrix with square submatrices As . In
our case, C 2D CAR models are stacked into the model equation (2) and the
parameter matrices As are therefore diagonal. Some selected contextual causal
or unilateral neighbour index shift set is denoted Ir and η = cardinality(Ir ) .
The white noise vector r has normal density with zero mean and unknown
diagonal covariance matrix, same for each pixel.
The texture is analysed in a chosen direction, where multiindex t changes according to the movement on the image lattice. Given the known history of CAR
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process Y (t−1) = {Yt−1 , Yt−2 , . . . , Y1 , Zt , Zt−1 , . . . , Z1 } the parameter estimation γ̂ can be accomplished using fast and numerically robust statistics [5]:
−1
T
γ̂t−1
= Vzz(t−1)
Vzy(t−1) ,
t−1



T
T t−1
T
Vyy(t−1) Vzy(t−1)
u=1 Yu Yu  u=1 Yu Zu
=
Vt−1 = t−1
+
V
,
0
t−1
T
T
Vzy(t−1) Vzz(t−1)
u=1 Zu Yu
u=1 Zu Zu
−1
T
Vzz(t−1)
Vzy(t−1) ,
λt−1 = Vyy(t−1) − Vzy(t−1)

where the positive deﬁnite matrix V0 represents prior knowledge.
Colour invariants are computed from the CAR parameter estimates to make
them independent on colours. The following colour invariants were derived [15]:
1. trace: tr As , ∀s ∈ Ir ,
2. diagonal: νs = diag(As ), ∀s ∈ Ir ,
−1
1 + ZrT Vzz
Zr ,
3. α1 : 

T
(Yr − γ̂Zr ) λ−1 (Yr − γ̂Zr ) ,
4. α2 :
 r

T −1
5. α3 :
(Yr − μ) , μ is the mean value of vector Yr ,
r (Yr − μ) λ
Feature vectors are formed from these illumination invariants, which are easily
evaluated during the CAR parameters estimation process. The invariants α1 –
α3 are computed for each spectral plane separately.
2.3

CAR-Based Tile Analysis

At the beginning, a tile image is factorised into K levels of the Gaussiandownsampled pyramid and subsequently each pyramid level is modelled by the
previously described CAR model. The pyramid is used, because it enables models to captures larger spatial relations. Moreover, the CAR models analyse a
texture in some ﬁxed movement direction, therefore additional directions are
employed to capture supplementary texture properties. More precisely, we used
K = 4 levels of Gaussian-downsampled pyramid and the CAR models with
the 6-th order hierarchical neighbourhood (cardinality η = 14). The texture was
analysed in three orthogonal directions: row-wise, column-wise top-down and
column-wise bottom-up. Finally, the estimated parameters for all pyramid levels
and directions are transformed into colour invariants and concatenated into a
common feature vector.
The dissimilarity between two feature vectors of two tiles T, S is computed
using fuzzy contrast [11] in its symmetrical form F C3 :
M
M



(T )
(S)
(T )
(S)
,
τ (fi ) − τ (fi )
min τ (fi ), τ (fi ) − p
F Cp (T, S) = M −
i=1

i=1




−1
fi − μ(fi )
τ (fi ) = 1 + exp −
,
σ(fi )
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Fig. 1. Partition of tile image into ﬁve regions. The texture is analysed in the whole
image and separately in these regions.

where M is the feature vector size and μ(fi ) and σ(fi ) are average and standard
deviation of the feature fi computed over all database, respectively. The sigmoid
function τ models the truth value of fuzzy predicate.
The textural representation is based on the homogeneity assumption, which
is an inherent property of all textures. Unfortunately, some tiles contain insets
or other violations of the homogeneity assumption. Therefore the CAR models
are additionally estimated on each of ﬁve tile regions depicted in Fig. 1. The
dissimilarities of corresponding image regions and whole images are combined
to ﬁnally produce the dissimilarity of tiles D(T, S):
5


F C3 (T , S )

+ Norm (F C3 (T, S)) , (3)

F C3 (T, S) − μ(F C3 )
,
σ(F C3 )

(4)

D(T, S) = Norm

=1

Norm(F C3 (T, S)) =

where T , S are the -th regions of images T, S, respectively. Norm is dissimilarity normalisation, where μ(F C3 ) and σ(F C3 ) are mean and standard
deviation of distances of all images. In practice, μ(F C3 ) and σ(F C3 ) could be
estimated on a subset of dataset, since the precise estimation is not necessary.
This textural tile representation is denoted as “2D CAR 3x” in the results.
2.4

Local Binary Patterns

Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [10] are histograms of texture micro patterns. For
each pixel, a circular neighbourhood around the pixel is sampled, P is the
number of samples and R is the radius of circle. The sampled points values are
thresholded by the central pixel value and the pattern number is formed:
LBPP,R =

P
−1


sgn (Ys − Yc ) 2s ,

(5)

s=0

where sgn is the sign function, Ys is the grey value of the sampled pixel,
and Yc is the grey value of the central pixel. Subsequently, the histogram of
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patterns is computed. Because of thresholding, the features are invariant to any
monotonic grey-scale change. The multiresolution analysis is done by growing
of the circular neighbourhood size. All LBP histograms were normalised to have
unit L1 norm. The similarity between LBP feature vectors is measured by
means of Kullback-Leibler divergence as the authors suggested. We have tested
features LBP8,1+8,3 , which are combination of features with radii 1 and 3 and
which were computed on grey-scale images.

3

Experiments

Performance of two alternative textural retrieval methods (CAR, LBP) was evaluated in a psychovisual experiment, where the quality of retrieved images was
evaluated by volunteers. The experiment was conducted on the dataset of 3301
tile images downloaded from an internet tile shop.1 All images were resampled
to the common size 300 × 400 pixels, the aspect ratio of rectangular images were
maintained and the bigger side was resized to match the size. Thirty-four volunteers (26 males, 8 females) participated in our test. Age of participants ranged
from nineteen to sixty, but majority was below forty. About one half of participants were specialist in the ﬁeld of image processing. The test was administered
over the Internet using a web application, so that each participant used its own
computer in their environment. This setup is plausible, because we focused on
signiﬁcant, ﬁrst glance diﬀerences, which are unlikely to be inﬂuenced by test
conditions.
The test was composed of subsequent steps, where each step consisted of
a query image and four test images. These four test images composed of two
images retrieved by CAR method and two retrieved by LBP as the most similar to the query image, they were presented in a random order. Participants
were instructed to evaluate quality of the retrieved images according to structural/textural similarity with the query image, regardless of colours. There were
four ranks available: similar = 3, quite similar = 2, little similar = 1, dissimilar
= 0. Subjects were also instructed that they should spend no more than one or
two seconds per one test image. Because our system is intended to be a real-life
application, we did not provide any examples of similar or dissimilar images,
but we let people to judge the similarity in their own subjective opinion. The
query images were once randomly selected and remained same for all participant
in one run. They were presented in a ﬁxed order so that the results were not
inﬂuenced by diﬀerent knowledge of previous images. Moreover, the ﬁrst three
query images were selected manually and were not counted in the results. The
reason was to allow subjects to adjust and stabilise their evaluation scale.
The test was performed in two runs, where a single run consisted of the the
same query and test images evaluated with diﬀerent subjects. The ﬁrst run
consisted of 66 valid steps evaluated with 23 subjects, while the second one
contained 67 valid steps ranked by 11 subjects. The evaluation of one subject was
removed due to signiﬁcant inconsistency with the others (correlation coeﬃcient
1

http://sanita.cz
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Table 1. Subject evaluated quality of texture retrieval methods. The table contains
average ranks (0 = dissimilar – 3 = similar) and corresponding standard deviations.

run 1
run 2

2D CAR 3x
2.21 ± 0.64
2.23 ± 0.62

LBP8,1+8,3
2.22 ± 0.65
2.21 ± 0.57

run 1

run 2

Fig. 2. Histogram of ranks (0 = dissimilar – 3 = similar) given by subjects. The ﬁrst
row shows histograms for the ﬁrst test run, while the second row for the second run.

Fig. 3. Distribution of average ranks given by participants in the ﬁrst and the second
test run

= 0.4). Average correlation coeﬃcients of subject evaluation were 0.64 and 0.73
for the ﬁrst and the second run, respectively, which implies certain consistency
in subject similarity judgements.
3.1

Discussion

The experimental results are presented in Tab. 1, which shows average ranks and
standard deviations of retrieved images for CAR and LBP methods. The distribution of given ranks is displayed in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the performance
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similar texture

Fig. 4. Examples of similar tile retrieved by our system, which is available online at
http://cbir.utia.cas.cz/tiles/. Query image, on the left, is followed by two images
with similar colours and texture (CAR features). Images are from the internet tile shop
http://sanita.cz
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of both methods is comparable and successful. About 76% of retrieved images
were considered to be similar or quite similar and only 12% were marked as
dissimilar. More than two thirds of the participants ranked the retrieved tiles as
quite similar or better in average, as can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows average
ranks of participants. Diﬀerent subject means in Fig. 3 show that the level of
perceived similarity is subjective and a personal adaptation would be beneﬁcial.
Unfortunately, such an adaptation is not always possible since it requires user
feedback.
As expected, the experiment revealed that LBP and CAR methods prefer
diﬀerent aspects of structural similarity. The LBP method is better with regular
images that contain several distinct orientations of edges, while the CAR model
excels in modelling of stochastic patterns. Moreover, LBP describes any texture
irregularities in contrast to CAR model, which enforces homogeneity and small
irregularities are ignored as errors or noise. Both approaches are plausible and
it depends on a subjective view, which approach should be preferred. Moreover,
according to previous experiments, the CAR features are more robust to changes
of illumination direction [16] and noise degradation [15].
Based on these experiments, we decided to beneﬁt from both these textural
representations and include them into our retrieval system. The ﬁnal retrieval result is consequently composed of images with colour similarity, texture similarity
according to CAR, and texture according to LBP.

4

Conclusions

We designed and implemented a tile retrieval system based on two orthogonal
components of visual similarity: colours and texture. The performance of the
textural component was successfully evaluated in a psychovisual experiment.
Example results from our interactive demonstration are shown in Fig. 4.
Our retrieval system is not limited to tile images, it can be used with other
kinds of images, where the structure is important property, e.g. textiles/cloths
and wallpapers.
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